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Jiying Huang1*, Zhangdui Zhong2 and Hongwei Huo3Abstract
Energy saving is seldom contemplated in cellular railway communication network because safety is always the main focus.
However, we analyzed train schedules and determined that the cellular railway network had considerable potential for
energy saving. We designed a simple train detection strategy using the handover procedure to initiate power saving.
We also proposed a flexible and effective solution based on the mealy-type finite state machine to transit the cell state
between an energy-saving mode and a full running mode. The key design principle of the proposed solution consists
in forming an orthogonal group and cluster, based on network deployment and train schedules, to simplify the state
transition. Our evaluations using a real network deployment led to a significant energy saving of up to 33% with different
power-saving strategies and factors.
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Mobile communication networks have experienced
tremendous increases over the last 5 years in subscriber/
device quantities, service variety, and traffic loads.
This tendency leads directly to ever-increasing energy
consumption and CO2 emissions in mobile cellular
networks. According to the Green radio report [1],
57% of the energy consumption of the information and
communication technology (ICT) industry is attributed to
users and network devices in mobile and wireless
networks, the scale of which is still growing exponentially
[2]. A quantitative analysis [3] has estimated that ICT
contributed to about 2% of global CO2 emissions in 2007,
and the proportion for cellular networks will double by
2020. Therefore, compared with the traditional design
of mobile wireless networks which mainly focuses on
ubiquitous access and large capacity, the green cellular
wireless network [4-6] has recently received the significant
attention, with the aim of developing more energy-efficient
systems to make a contribution to reducing the carbon
footprint.
Because base stations (BSs) constitute the most signifi-
cant component of wireless cellular networks, many* Correspondence: EJIYING@126.COM
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Recently, these green strategies have received increasingly
substantial attention from both industry and academia,
and several projects such as EARTH, Green Touch,
OPERA-Net, Green Radio, and GSMAMEE [7] have been
funded for research, deployment, and evaluation. As shown
in Figure 1, a typical BS contains three main components
of energy consumption: a DC power system, cooling, and a
radio unit with RF conversion and signal processing
control. According to a research study [8], 62% of energy
consumption came from the radio unit, 25% of power was
consumed by the cooling system, and 11% by the DC
power system. In the literature [9,10], the radio base station
system, which uses 10.3 kW of electricity to produce only
120 W of effective energy usage for signal transmitting and
processing, has quite a low energy efficiency of 1.2%.
Therefore, many green strategies [11,12] proposed to
switch off the radio unit during its idle time.
In a railway system, the wireless communication
platform is the vital control base that administers the
operation of the trains and communications among
the railway operational staff. With the rapid increase
in high-speed railways, a dedicated communication
system, currently GSM for railway (GSM-R) in China
plays an increasingly important role. GSM-R is widely used
in high-speed railways involving passenger transport, and
in heavy haulage railways, to provide a communicationn Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
g/licenses/by/4.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction
roperly credited.
Figure 1 Typical base station architecture.
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Twenty-one countries in the world apply GSM-R in
railways, such as China, Germany, Italy, and France
which have between 3,000 and 4,000 BSs [13]. A single
S4/4/4 BS consumes 26,000 kWh per year [14]. Taking
3 km as an example for the coverage of 1 BS, 80 BSs in
the 240-km railway system consume about 2,080,000 kWh
per year. This is an enormous cost and causes large
CO2 emissions. From this viewpoint, it is important
and urgent to apply power-saving strategies to cellular
railway networks.
Compared with a mobile cellular network using a planar
coverage scenario, mostly in hot spots, venues, malls,
and cities, a dedicated wireless communication network
GSM-R deployment has a specific chain structure, and
cellular cells are aligned sequentially along railway tracks,
as shown in Figure 2. The recent green communica-
tion techniques cannot be applied in a dedicatedFigure 2 System model for cellular railway networks.cellular railway network because base stations along
the tracks are not allowed to power off due to high
security requirements. These security requirements
introduce greater challenges for energy saving in a cellular
railway network.
In this study, our purpose is to make cellular railway
networks more energy efficient. Shown in a real scenario,
it is possible to apply the current power-saving strategy
to a cell, especially at the idle time; there is less service
requirement for railway communication. However, for
cellular railway networks, the first question is what
event should initiate power saving in a high safety
environment. Note that it is impossible to obtain an
accurate train schedule in advance. We designed a
simple train detection strategy based on the handover
process when establishing a communication. Another
challenge was to design a mechanism to operate the
cell state between an energy-saving mode and a full
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different cellular regions. We then proposed a flexible
and effective solution based on the mealy-type finite
state machine. It was shown that its evaluation, using
a real network deployment, led to significant energy
savings with different power-saving strategies and that
the train schedules and speed factors were also verified for
our solution. Compared with studies in the literature
related to green cellular communication techniques, our
contribution covers many aspects:
 To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper
to propose an energy-efficient solution for a green
cellular railway network without breaking the rules
in the 3GPP Standard.
 We present a new train detection strategy to trigger
the power saving which monitors the HANDOVER
message in a railway network, rather than obtaining
advance the train schedules.
 We propose to take into consideration of the
uncertainty of speed measures and bidirectional traffic
of trains, and then propose a flexible and effective
solution based on a mealy-type finite state machine.
 We provide a detailed algorithm applying a divide
and conquer approach in our study, and BSs can
easily transfer their state without complicated
computation.
 We evaluated our method using the data from real
scenarios of railway networks, to identify the many
aspects of performance and the impact on the
system configuration.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 discusses related work, and Section 3 provides
the model description of the system and proposes the
solution and algorithm for two strategies, in detail.
Section 4 evaluates the performance using simulation
analysis, followed by concluding remarks in Section 5.
2 Related work
Because energy saving and environmental protection
have become a global demand and an inevitable trend, the
growing awareness of energy efficiency has paved the way
for new technologies in designing green cellular networks.
Energy efficiency has the advantages of maintaining
profitability and reducing the overall impact on the
environment. BS has attracted significant attention and
has been considered in all stages of cellular networks,
especially in the hardware and architecture design, and BS
deployment and operation.
Hardware improvements such as using more energy-
efficient power amplifiers, mean natural resources for
cooling, and renewable energy sources can be considered
a good approach to achieve energy efficiency. EricssonΨ (Psi) [15] and Flexenclosure E-site solutions [16] are
examples of such efforts. A comprehensive survey on how
to generate renewable energy is provided in [17], such as
solar, wind, and fuel cells, for green base stations in 5G
green cellular networks. However, these products and
methods are inadequate in dealing with energy waste in a
railway cellular network. In railways, it is possible that no
trains pass through a specific area for long periods of time,
but a cellular operation continues running, resulting in
much energy wastage by BSs.
A solution with a new architecture was presented for
energy saving, considering current cellular networks
cannot meet the design requirements of energy efficiency.
The studies [18,19] consider a heterogeneous architecture
for network planning. Combining macro-cells with micro-
cells and pico-cells, a theoretical relationship between
energy efficiency and network deployment is derived and
evaluated. Cognitive radio and cooperative relaying are also
significant technologies to improve the throughput and
coverage in future networks. A non-stationary spectrum
sharing policy to improve the spectrum and energy
efficiency is proposed in [20]. These new architectures
and technologies cannot be directly used in railway
cellular networks because they are complex and lack
flexibility. Furthermore, cellular railway networks are
not ideal because of the high security requirements.
Because the radio unit, as shown in Figure 1, consumes
up to 62% of the entire energy usage, a dynamically
energy-efficient BS operation based on an on/off switching
operation can be one of the flexible solutions to reduce
the power demands of base stations. Traffic loads in cellu-
lar networks have significant features in space and time
because of a number of factors such as user mobility and
behavior. The BSs are entirely shut down when experien-
cing low traffic load, and the corresponding traffic loads
are transferred to neighboring cells during periods of low
use. In [21], the authors suggest the possibility of energy
saving using dynamic BS operation based on a simple ana-
lytic model from ideal networks. Some cells may be
switched off to save energy during daylight for residential
areas and at night for office districts. It shows energy sav-
ings of the order of 25 to 30% are possible with several
regular cellular topologies. In [22], a profile-based ap-
proach was designed to profile base station traffic and ap-
proximate the network-wide energy proportionality using
non-load-adaptive base stations, and power off of under-
used base stations under light traffic. This approach is
quite suitable for a large, dense city, achieving 53% energy
savings, while a medium-sized city could achieve 23% en-
ergy savings. A similar solution is proposed in [12] to save
50 to 80% energy in a metropolitan urban area, imple-
menting a distributed approach using a newly introduced
notion of network impact to take into account the add-
itional load increments brought to its neighboring BSs.
Figure 3 Cell and orthogonal group demonstration.
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networks, such as a hexagonal model network. They
suggested that energy could be saved using dynamic BS
switching algorithms. Although other studies have con-
sidered actual deployed network scenarios, it was diffi-
cult to implement these algorithms in practice because
of factors such as complexity, lack of flexibility, and
diversity of practical network deployment scenarios.
Finally, all these related studies take only regular wireless
network deployment scenarios into consideration,
instead of focusing on the special wireless network
deployment scenarios along railway tracks in which the
cell is based on a chain structure instead of a planar struc-
ture. In a railway-dedicated mobile network, the traffic
load does not follow the daytime/nighttime regular pattern,
and the user density is much lower than in public
mobile communication networks. Therefore, a new energy
efficiency model, based on the internal parameters of a
railway cellular network in administering the operation of
a network cell, is needed.
3 System description and the proposed algorithm
3.1 System model
We consider a wireless cellular railway network which
contains a set of N cells, covering railway tracks from
station BSA to station BSB, as shown in Figure 2. The
cells in BSA and BSB, which monitor the trains’ entry
from BSA to BSB, will be active. They only carry out the
energy-saving strategy some of the time. Our focus is on
dynamic energy saving with active or not strategies for
base stations when trains leave the cells controlled by
these base stations.
The set of N cells is controlled by one or several base
station controllers (BSCs), and the dynamic energy-saving
strategies will be operated by these BSCs.Figure 4 Two orthogonal groups in one cluster.According to the system model, two main problems
arise, for which we will provide corresponding strategies
in the following subsections:
(1) How can the cell detect the entry or departure of
trains in a particular interval without any prior
knowledge of the train schedules?
(2) How can the cell change its energy-saving status
given the time-varied distribution of trains on the
railway track?3.2 Train detection strategy
It is impossible to obtain the train schedules in advance
because of the impact of many factors such as weather,
freight requirements, and train status, and it is also not
feasible to use the information to schedule the status of
the cells. In a GSM-R network, there are two types of
special terminals: a vehicle station with higher RF power
capability (8 W) in trains and a normal handheld mobile
station (2 W), to transmit and receive messages to con-
trol the train schedule.
When a train is scheduled in a typical railway, such as
the Beijing-Guangzhou and Zhengzhou-Xi’an railways in
China, a vehicle station will occupy the dedicated wireless
channel from the train’s start-off until its arrival at its des-
tination. A connection should be initialized between the
vehicle station and base station: the vehicle station sends
out a Connect Management (CM) SERVICE REQUEST
message to the network. The CM SERVICE REQUEST
has a RF power-capability element to indicate the
type of vehicle station and an International Mobile
Subscriber Identity (IMSI). During the traffic channel
assignment procedure, one dedicated traffic channel is
Figure 5 Details of Cluster_k in Figure 4.
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properties are contained in the message ASSIGNMENT
COMMAND.
When a train enters into the next neighbor cell i + 1
under base station i + 1 from cell i, the vehicle station
on the train (8 W), as shown in Figure 1, will send out
the MEASURE REPORT message to the BSC, which
decides whether the vehicle station should start the
handover procedure using the message HANDOVER
COMMAND. After finishing the successful handover
procedure, the vehicle station is now connected to
the new cell i + 1, a HANDOVER COMPLETE message is
sent from the vehicle station to the base station i + 1
to indicate that establishing the new connection is
completed. Besides, the old wireless channel in cell i
is released by the message RF CHANNEL RELEASE.
The message HANDOVER COMPLETE is the indica-
tor that the train has entered the next cell and left
the current one.3.3 State transition strategy
The railway characteristics indicate that a cell’s status
is related to neighboring cells, and the finite state
machine model is a powerful method for dealing with
cell status transitions. The mealy-type state machine
[23], a type of Finite state machine, is based on the
present state of the machine, and the input condi-
tions, and can effectively lead to a reduction in the
number of states.Table 1 States of Cluster_k of Figure 5
Group_2k − 1 Group_2k Cluster state
0 (passive) 0 (passive) S00
0 (passive) 1 (active) S01
1 (active) 0 (passive) S10
1 (active) 1 (active) S113.3.1 Cell state
Each cell along the railway tracks consists of two
states, namely active and passive. Because there is a
high risk to powering off the radio unit in a cellular
railway network, the passive state uses a time slot
power-saving strategy [24], which was designed to re-
duce the energy consumption on the idle time slot.
The strategy is to adjust the power amplifier bias to a
much lower level when no traffic is on the carrier.When the cell is controlled to be in an energy-saving
mode by the BSC node, the corresponding cell enters
into the passive state; otherwise, it stays in the active
state, which is described as follows:
ci ¼ 1 Activeð Þ; BS is not in power saving mode0 Passiveð Þ; BS is in power saving mode

ð1Þ
where ci is the state of cell i. The energy-saving mode
can be achieved by activating different energy-saving
strategies according to the base station’s specific
requirements.3.3.2 Orthogonal group state
Based on the train detection strategy, first, all the cells
along the railway are divided into a number of orthog-
onal groups without taking into account the overlapped
area covered by two adjacent cells. The purpose of
forming orthogonal groups is to hide the differences in
several special cells that also cover railway stations or
residential areas along the railway tracks. On the other
hand, some cells have a relatively small radius, and at
the same time, the train’s speed may be very high,
which may lead to insufficient time to perform cell
state transition. Using the concept of an orthogonal
group, we assume the whole unit performs a state tran-
sition. To sum up, the cells are firstly encapsulated to
form an orthogonal group to simplify the problem to
be solved.
Figure 6 State transition diagram of Cluster_k of Figure 5.
Table 2 Scenario parameters
Parameter Value
Number of BSs 43
BS core power 60 W
Cell radius average 3.9 km
Inter-cell distance standard deviation 2.02 km
Power-saving strategies 10%, 20%, 25%, 35%
Train scheduling time 30 min
Train speed 80 km/h
Time interval for state 10 s
dthreshold 3 km
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flexibly configured as depicted in Figure 3. We set the
orthogonal group to a range for each group that makes
less impact on trains’ speeds. The state of the group has
a close relationship with the state of the cells. If all the
cells in the group are in a passive state, that is to say, all
BSs are in power-saving mode, the whole orthogonal
group is in a passive state. Correspondingly, if even
one cell in the orthogonal group is active, the state of
the whole group is set to active. gi is the state of ith
orthogonal group, hj is the number of cells in this
group. The state of orthogonal group is given by
gi ¼
(
1 Activeð Þ; ch1 jjch2 jj…jjchj ¼ 1
0 Passiveð Þ; ch1 jjch2 jj…jjchj ¼ 0
ð2Þ
3.3.3 State transition by dividing orthogonal groups into
orthogonal clusters
Let m be the number of orthogonal groups. As a result, 2m
possible group states exist. The group state is transferred
between different states depending on the present group
state and the input event. Obviously, the state machine will
become more complex with an increase in groups, because
more groups mean more possible group states.
To solve the state transition problem in a more effi-
cient manner, we use the divide and conquer method[25] in this paper. In computer science, divide and
conquer is an important algorithm design paradigm
based on multi-branched recursion. The divide and
conquer algorithm works by recursively breaking down a
problem into two or more sub-problems of the same or
related types, until these become simple enough to be
solved directly. The solutions to the sub-problems are
then combined to solve the original problem.
In Algorithm 1, the procedure from Step 3 to Step 14
shows how to construct orthogonal groups using input
information from Steps 1 and 2. With the divide and
conquer design paradigm, we divide the orthogonal groups
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tween Step 15 and Step 19, with each orthogonal
cluster containing the same number of groups. As a
result, performing the state transition of orthogonal
groups in one orthogonal cluster becomes a sub-problem
shown in the left steps of Algorithm 1. In this way,
the solutions to sub-problems can first be obtained,
and then combined, to achieve the final solution to
the original problem.
3.3.4 Detailed minimum orthogonal cluster solution
To decrease the complexity to exploit the relationship be-
tween adjacent groups, a large state machine with 2m
group states is divided into m/2 small state machines with
four group states (00, 01, 10, 11) for each small state ma-
chine. We call the cluster with two groups the minimum
orthogonal cluster, and the solution is to solve the sub-
problem with the group state transition in one cluster.
Cluster_k in Figure 4 is selected to further illustrate how a
small mealy-type state machine works to solve the sub-
problem. The details of Cluster_k are given in Figure 5.
Obviously, four possible states (00, 01, 10, 11) exist for
Cluster_k as demonstrated in Table 1. State transitions
are conducted between the four states. In each time
interval lasting t, the wireless access request of each or-
thogonal group is measured. For instance, we measurethe wireless access request of each orthogonal group in
the time interval (t, 2 t) at time 2 t. The results of meas-
urement are the events or inputs to the related state ma-
chines, which will have an effect on the state transition
following the measurement. The events or inputs can be
described as follows:
X ið Þ ¼ f
0;WirelesAccessRequestGroupi>¼0
1;WirelesAccessRequestGroupi>0 ð3Þ
Wireless_Access_Request_Groupi represents the wire-
less access request of the group i in a certain time inter-
val. X(i) is an indicator of whether there is a wireless
access request in group i. In addition, X(i) plays the role
of the input event to state machines in the proposed
solution.
We propose the specific rules (i.e., the state transition
function) for a state transition in each cluster. Figure 6
shows the state transition diagram for Cluster_k of
Figure 5. A state transition is executed if events occur.
A state transition from S00 to S01 is used as an ex-
ample to describe the procedures as shown in Algorithm
2. It is assumed that the present state of Cluster_k is S00.
The measurement module measures the wireless access
request in each time interval, and measurement results
are output to set the energy-saving mode. If no wireless
access requests are detected in Group_2k− 2 (X(2 k− 2)= 0)
Table 3 Energy saving ratio with power-saving
strategies
Power-saving strategy Feature Energy saving
ratio (%)





Passive cooling [27] 10
Activation on radio unit
and DC power unit
DC power saving related
on radio unit
25
Activation on all three
parts
All 35
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(X(2 k + 1) = 1), all the BSs in Group_2k are controlled
to be out of the energy-saving mode. As a result, S00 is
transferred to S01.
The state transition for each cluster is performed
simultaneously, and after the state transitions of all the
clusters have been performed, the state of each orthog-
onal group is determined, which solves the original
problem.
4 Evaluation analysis
In this section, we evaluate our energy-saving solution
based on real GSM-R network data along a certain rail-
way. Forty-three cells that cover the railway tracks be-
tween two BSs are selected to be optimized for BS
energy consumption. More parameters can be found in
Table 2 according to GSM-R network planning along
the tracks. The algorithms and procedures for the simu-
lationsa are carried out using the Python language, which
has functional and structured programming to handle
railway simulations. First, we set up our simulation sce-
nario for the power-saving statistics of each BS. In the
time interval of state transition, trains can be scheduled
to locations according to their speeds and scheduling
times, and each BS calculates the power consumption
using its cell state and power-saving strategy. Next, or-
thogonal groups are formed for these 43 cells. To our
mind, it is important for the orthogonal group to make a
low impact on the speed of the trains for the cells with a
small cell radius. We use Figure 7 to show the inter-cell
distances of the 43 cells. It shows some cells are close
enough to assign them to one orthogonal group accord-
ing to our solution. Here dthreshold is highlighted for
3 km, and for simplicity, we select one direction to cre-
ate the orthogonal group which is carried by the BSC
group in Figure 2 and is fixed for trains in both direc-
tions. As a result, cells with BS9 and BS10, and cells with
BS24 and BS25 in Figure 7 are respectively assigned to
one group. In the next three subsections, the BS energy-
saving ratio for the selected GSM-R network is investi-
gated with the variation in BS power saving in the pas-
sive state, time interval for train scheduling, and train
speed. In each of the three cases, the head and tail cells,
which cover two stations, are always in the active state,
that is to say, the two cells are not controlled for power
saving.
4.1 Impact of the RBS power-saving model
Although it is not permissible for the system to entirely
turn off some underused BSs in a low traffic period, be-
cause of the dedicated cellular railway network’s safety
requirements, there are also three power-saving strat-
egies that can be implemented in a cellular railway net-
work according to the BS architecture in Figure 1. Asummary of the approximate energy-saving ratios is
shown in Table 3. As previously mentioned, the BS
should take action for power saving when a cell is in the
passive state. To evaluate the impact of the amount of
BS power saving on the energy-saving ratio for each BS
within the selected GSM-R network, extensive simula-
tions were conducted. We assume the train speed
remained at 80 km/h, and the time interval for train
scheduling was 30 min. Figure 8 shows the simulation
result. “Power saving 10%” means the BS power can be
reduced by 10% for power saving when the correspond-
ing cell has been in the passive state. With the increase
in the amount of BS power saving, higher BS energy-
saving ratios can be obtained. The BS energy-saving ratio
cannot reach the amount of BS power saving because
the cells along the railway are not always in a passive
state. Besides, more energy saving can be achieved in the
case of shorter inter-group distances.4.2 Impact of train schedule
The time interval for scheduling trains has a consider-
able effect on the BS energy saving. If more trains pass
through the railway, it will lead to longer times for BSs
staying in their active state to serve these trains. Time
intervals of 15, 30, 60, and 120 min, for scheduling
trains, were chosen to evaluate our energy-saving solu-
tion. Moreover, during simulations, when the train speed
was 80 km/h, the BS power reduced by 35% when the
corresponding cell was in the passive state. As demon-
strated in Figure 9, a longer time interval for scheduling
trains results in a higher BS energy-saving ratio, because
more BSs are stayed in the passive state. We also noticed
that when the time interval for scheduling trains was
short enough, some BSs belonging to groups with long
inter-group distances did not enter into the power-
saving model. A shorter time interval for scheduling
trains means more trains running on the railway, and a
longer inter-group distance means that trains need more
time to pass through these groups, both of which lead to
the phenomenon.
Figure 7 Inter-cell distances of the 43 cells.
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The speed of trains was also investigated to evaluate the
proposed solution for BS energy saving. The variation in
train speed had an effect on the time taken by a train to
pass through a group. In the simulations, the time inter-
val for scheduling trains was 30 min, and the BS power
reduced by 35% for power saving when the correspond-
ing cell was in the passive state. Figure 10 shows that aFigure 8 BS energy-saving ratio with variation of BS power saving inhigher train speed brings about a higher BS energy-
saving ratio, because trains passed through a group in a
shorter period of time. Thus, BSs could remain in the
power-saving mode longer. In addition, Figure 10 dem-
onstrates that the BS energy-saving ratio was much
closer when the speed of the trains was great enough,
because trains passed through a group in a very short
time when at high speed.the passive state.
Figure 9 BS energy-saving ratio with variation of time interval for scheduling trains.
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In this study, we focused on the issue of a dynamic
energy-saving strategy in a cellular railway network. Ac-
cording to the practical analysis, we concluded that en-
ergy saving was necessary for cells that did not serve as
a vehicle station. Taking into account the difficulty of
collecting the train schedules in advance, we proposed a
train detection strategy based on the handover process.
Furthermore, a mealy-type finite state machine-based
solution for BS energy saving along railway tracks was
proposed, which flexibly and effectively transferred the
cell’s state and can be applied to power-saving models.
Finally, we built our simulating environment based on aFigure 10 BS energy-saving ratio with variation in train speed.real cellular railway network, and the numerical results
showed that energy saving can be achieved using differ-
ent power-saving models, train scheduling, and speed,
providing a promising solution for dynamically reducing
energy consumption for BSs along railway tracks. Future
study will involve more cellular networks which can pro-
vide communication services for both railway and the
habitants along the tracks.
6 Endnotes
aIn the evaluation part, we only implemented the
power-saving strategy using the Python language on the
top layer. We did not touch any implementation of
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prove the effectiveness of our strategy because we use
the HANDOVER message to detect the train arrival in
the detection part of our power-saving strategy. Hand-
over is the normal procedure when a vehicle station en-
ters from one cell to another according to the 3GPP
Standard. The HANDOVER message is the mandatory
message for the handover procedure. We propose the
power-saving strategy on the basis of the handover pro-
cedure. Therefore, without any modification for PHY
layer in the GSM-R railway network, our strategy can be
directly carried out on the BSC part as the operators’
view. However, for the data and topology (shown in
Figure 2), we used the evaluations that are all based on the
real scenario. As the data list is too long to show in this
article, we directly evoke the database in our evaluation.
For the detailed raw data of the topology, real signaling
capture and simulation results, please access http://pan.
baidu.com/s/1ntoO2gx or http://eaie.bjtu.edu.cn/rawdata_
Green_CELL.zip to download, if there are any further
questions, please contact ejiying@126.com.
For the same reason, it is also unnecessary to evaluate
the robustness of our evaluation. The power-saving
strategy will be activated only by the parameter of de-
tecting the HANDOVER message. As mentioned above,
the handover procedure is robust and reliable in the
GSM-R network because of its high security require-
ments. Therefore, we can use the message to ensure our
solution’s robustness.
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